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       Grit + Grind Coffee is more than just a coffee shop; it's a

movement that embraces the power of hard work and fosters a

welcoming atmosphere for all. By aligning with Grit + Grind

Coffee, you become part of a brand that promotes a strong

work ethic, a passion for quality, and a commitment to

customer satisfaction.

With a focus on specialty coffee sourced from sustainable

farms worldwide, Grit + Grind Coffee offers a meticulously

curated selection of beans, ensuring every cup tells a story of

craftsmanship and dedication. The licensing opportunity grants

you access to their premium coffee blends, along with

comprehensive training and ongoing support to ensure your

success.

Not only does Grit + Grind Coffee excel in delivering exceptional

coffee, but we also prioritize creating a warm and inviting

environment. From the moment customers step through the

door, they are greeted by a friendly team dedicated to

spreading light and love. The brand's commitment to inclusivity

and community engagement sets Grit + Grind Coffee apart,

making it a beacon of positivity in every location.
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Low business start up model that is

simple, easy + a good time.

Established customer loyalty + brand

awareness

Instant Social Media Credibility with

Thousands of views and followers.

A unique experience with specialty

coffee not found at every coffee shop.

New way to experience coffee on the

go, mobile units + coffee carts

Continuing education.

A small glimpse into what we offer our

licensees:

DETAILSThe
By joining forces with Grit + Grind Coffee, you

gain more than a licensing partnership – you

become part of a vibrant network of like-

minded individuals striving to make a positive

impact. Embrace this unique opportunity to

bring the uplifting spirit of Grit + Grind Coffee to

your community, as you serve outstanding

coffee with a side of light, love, and hard work.

 



let's get in touch
GRIT+ GRIND 

108 W Covington Ave, OPP, AL

334.493.0924

gritandgrindcoffee.square.site

gritandgrindcoffee@gmail.com

fb/gritandgrindcoffee334        ig/gritandgrind_coffee

Click for more
information 

https://forms.gle/49iKXBitmwvrVsJNA
https://forms.gle/49iKXBitmwvrVsJNA

